Violin I
Pedro Ramiro, concertmaster
Alexandre Augusto Negrao, assistant
Hans Bridger Heruth
Evan Wilde
Johanney Veiga Barbosa
Wendy Kleintank
Genevieve Jones

Violin II
Chris Gerth
Meta Praček
Rose Schauffler
Jeanine Anderson
Kirsten Sattler
Brooklyn Dillow
Colleen Wouters
David Garcia
Emma Graul

Viola
Tyler Hannsz, principal
Julie Nguyen
Treynynne Davis
Annalise Bauserman
Preston Roberts
Brianna Bennett

Cello
Cameron Tubbs, principal
Madison DeWeerd
Nathan Roberts
Sofia Copat

Double Bass
Massimo Montalbano, principal
John Lane-Watson
Nathan Raney